country has wasted billions of perfectly honest dollars, done spiritual harm,
more or less violent, to millions of otherwise pretty good people. For that
reason perhaps it would be better to say? as I have said of Taliesin, that
Hollyhock House was to be a natural house in the changed circumstances
and naturally built; native to the region of California as the house in the
Middle West had been native to the Middle West.
Suited to Miss Barnsdall and her purpose, such a house would be sure to
be all that * poetry of form' could imply, because any house should be
beautiful in California in the way that California herself is beautiful. She
wanted no ordinary house.
Yes, our nice word romance is now disreputable, implying rather escape
from life than any realization or faithful ideal of our own life. Either by
inheritance or as evil consequence, it is a loose attempt at illusion and that
is now what is the matter with the word, for that is what it usually is.
Such 'Romance' lies loose in the heart, askew in the mind, something
fanciful, unlike life. Unlifelike. Results, at best, are exotic. At worst,
idiotic. So Romance in the United States has become a sickly simpering
mask for a changed new life. 'Romance1 attempts to escape from the
deadly pressure of the facts of life in this machine age, and go into a be-
yond each poor earthworm fashions as he may for himself and—if he hap-
pens to be an architect—for others.
But, in music, romanza is only free form or freedom to make one's own
form. A musician's sense of proportion is all that governs him in the
musical romanza: the mysterious remaining just haunting enough in a
whole so organic as to lose all evidence of how it was made. Now translate
'sounds and the ear' to 'form and the eye', romanza seems reasonable
enough in Architecture? In California.
No master of the orchestra, however, I have to conquer a hard-boiled
industrial world stewed in terms of money, and persuade or please idio-
syncratic, sometimes aristocratic clients, in order to render any romanza
whatever or achieve even a modicum of integrity in any building. My lot
was cast with a hod of mortar and some bricks or a concrete-mixer and a
gang of workmen, the Union, and the Machine. And last, but not least, the
client. All these as one 'medium of expression*.
Out here in Hollywood in Hollyhock House were met Circumstance and
Opportunity. The situation didn't look equivocal to me. Not at all. Never-
theless, these oblique remarks are prompted by trying to remember the
circumstances now—many of which I have purposefully tried to forget—
of this holiday adventure in Romanza,
Miss Barnsdall turned this beautiful site, Olive Hill, over to me as a
basis on which we were to go to work together to build under the serene
canopy of California blue.
We went to work—or I did. My client, I soon found, had ideas and
wanted yours but never worked much nor for long at a time, being
possessed by incorrigible wanderlust that made me wonder sometimes,
what she wanted a beautiful home for—anyhow, anywhere. Later, I came
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